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‘Sanctuary’ in all but the word
County, SR officials
address how to resist
US deportation efforts
By J.D. MORRIS
AND KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County supervisors
and Santa Rosa City Council
members are preparing to make
their strongest statements yet
Tuesday in support of undocumented residents in an effort to

to a lot of people, and then it
becomes an issue of the current
administration’s threat to remove our federal funding,” Supervisor Shirlee Zane said.
Santa Rosa is also preparing
to discuss a resolution Tuesday
that reads a lot like a sanctuary
resolution without ever using
the word, calling it instead a resolution to “Safeguard the Civil
Rights, Safety and Dignity of All
Santa Rosa Residents.”
Mayor Chris Coursey said the
draft is merely a starting point

calm fears stoked by President
Donald Trump’s controversial
executive orders on immigration.
They appear poised to do so,
however, without using the politically charged term “sanctuary,” a designation without a
clear definition that Trump has
said could lead to the loss of federal funding for communities
that “willfully refuse” to cooperate with immigration agents.
“Once we use the word ‘sanctuary,’ it means a lot of things

for a discussion, and he’s more
interested in the policies the
city enacts and the impact they
have on residents than labels.
He asked staff also to look into
whether the city could use other
terms like “welcoming city” or
“noncooperative city.”
“I’m not sure how important the word ‘sanctuary’ is,”
Coursey said. “Saying you are
a sanctuary is something different than having policies that
TURN TO SANCTUARY » PAGE A7
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A haven off the streets

Justice Department
claims executive order
necessary for security
By ADAM LIPTAK
NEW YORK TIMES
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Katherine Zagainoff washes her windows on Jan. 26 at the Palms Inn in Santa Rosa. A graduate of El Camino High School in Rohnert Park decades
ago, she spent time on the streets before she was given a room at the Palms just before Christmas.

Palms Inn, a former motel, now
transforming shattered lives
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

J

im Crawford and his fiancee were walking down the
street in northern Santa
Rosa one day last January,
headed downtown where they
planned to spend another
night sleeping outside in the
cold.
Crawford and his fiancee,
Dana LeBlanc, had just left a
motel where they often stayed
for a few days whenever they

could pull together the funds.
The homeless couple had just
checked out and, with no cash
left even for a bus ride, was
making a more than 2-mile
trek down Mendocino Avenue.
Then Crawford received a
phone call that would change
their lives. A representative
from Catholic Charities said
he and LeBlanc would become
two of the first new residents
of the Palms Inn, a former moTURN TO PALMS INN » PAGE A2

WASHINGTON — The Justice Department on Monday
evening urged a federal appeals
court to reinstate President
Donald Trump’s targeted travel
ban, saying immediate action
was needed to ensure the nation’s safety.
The administration’s brief
was the last
in a series of
urgent
pleas
to the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court
of Appeals, in
San
Francisco, which is set
to rule on the
most ambitious Donald
and disruptive Trump
initiative
of
Trump’s young INSIDE
p r e s i d e n c y . Silicon Valley
The ruling will firms push back
almost certain- against Trump’s
ly be followed executive
by an appeal to order / A8
the
Supreme
Court.
The court scheduled an hourlong oral argument in the case
for this afternoon. That gives at
least another day of reprieve to
foreign visitors from seven predominantly Muslim countries,
as well as other immigrants,
who initially were blocked from
entering the United States by
Trump’s order.
The administration’s brief
largely tracked its earlier arguments. But it offered one concession, saying that even if it loses,
the appeals court should reinstate at least part of the travel
ban.
“At most,” the brief said, the

A resident walks outside the Palms Inn in Santa Rosa on Jan. 27.
TURN TO IMMIGRATION » PAGE A7

Super Bowl ads wade into ‘new reality’
Pro-immigration tone of
some commercials leads to
numerous viewer complaints
By THOMAS HEATH
WASHINGTON POST

84 LUMBER

84 Lumber aired one of most controversial Super
Bowl commercials, featuring a young mother and
daughter making a grueling trek across Mexico.
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Building supplies company 84 Lumber tackled a heap of controversy over
the weekend with its carefully crafted
— yet inconclusive — 90-second Super
Bowl ad featuring a Mexican mother
and daughter embarking on a diffi-
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cult journey north that left the viewer
wondering where they ended up.
At the end of the ponderous tale,
script appears on the screen: “The will
to succeed is always welcome here.”
That wasn’t the full story. The Super Bowl ad asked viewers to visit the
84 Lumber website if they wanted the
rest of the story. The website version
included a five-minute “director’s cut”
version that concludes with the pair
entering the United States through a
door in a towering border wall, a direct take on one of the most combus-

GUILTY PLEAS IN 2015 KILLINGS: Two of three
transients admit to slaying Middletown yoga
teacher on Marin trail, Canadian in SF / A4

tible topics in the country today. Viewers logged on to see, and 84 Lumber’s
site was overwhelmed by the traffic.
That and other commercials
spurred a backlash on social media
and elsewhere. Some viewers accused
84 Lumber of promoting illegal immigration. Others supported the Pennsylvania company’s values that promote striving and success.
The ads came just a week after
President Donald Trump raised a na-
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